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Long term strategy
• Phase 1
• Remodel organisation (2016-17)
• Trial our maker space (2017)
• Strategy development at Adventures Youth (2016 – 2018)

• Phase 2
• Reopen infants block and create more space (2018-19)

• Phase 3
• Transfer ownership of whole site (2020)

About Sharrow Community Forum
Mission
Sharrow Community Forum’s mission statement is to
strengthen communities in Sharrow by improving the
quality of life, building the community’s voice, and
bringing people together
What we do
We are a community business based in Sharrow,
Sheffield.

are driven by local people who want to make a
difference in their community – volunteers, community
leaders, activists.
On behalf of Sheffield City Council we manage and
operate from a Victorian School in the heart of Sharrow.
The Old Junior School has a café, office space and
community space.

We also run Highfield Adventure Playground - After a
The principal activity of the organisation is to facilitate successful campaign by the community and endless
the social, economic and environmental regeneration of support (and now management) from Sharrow
the area by encouraging and supporting partnership
Community Forum, ‘Adventures’ continues to be a place
working between and within the community voluntary, where children of different ages and backgrounds can
statutory and business sectors
play together and where we are developing a range of
young people’s initiatives. The overall strategy is
We are multi-purpose and carry out various projects
Adventures Youth
aimed at building a better community. These projects

We are a community business
1. Locally rooted
We are rooted in Sharrow, and since our creation in 1997
have been responsive to local needs. Sharrow has it’s own
specific characteristics, including a broad diversity of
ethnicities and a burgeoning arts and social scene.
We have hosted community organisers and carried out ‘Our
Place’ and Community Economic Development plans for the
Sharrow area.

2. Trading for the benefit of the local community
Our trading activities include our café space, room rental
and offering facility management support in 3 local venues.
Our ‘Old School Café’ is open Monday to Friday 8am-4pm
attracting a broad base of customers from the community,
and over 700 Facebook likes.

One of the main ‘commercial’ customers of our building
We run an annual Love Sharrow Conference and work
space is Sheffield City Council who occupy 50% of the space.
collaboratively with local stakeholders including the police,
health bodies, the council and fellow community
Additionally we have regular bookings for our community
organisations through a local partnership.
spaces from local groups including arts and drama groups,
exercise classes, adult learning and refugee support groups.

We are a community business
3. Accountable to the local community
We are a membership organisation, constituted as a company limited by
guarantee (3338021) and a registered charity (1081829). Membership is
open to anyone who “lives, works, or has an interest in Sharrow” and we
currently have around 90 members from all sections of the community.
There is no membership fee and being a member allows you to vote at
an annual general meeting, stand for the Board of Trustees.

We run an annual Love Sharrow Conference, an opportunity for people
from all backgrounds to get together to talk about what matters to them,
and to try to overcome issues facing our local neighbourhood.

We frequently consult and engage to make sure people have the
opportunity to be active, involved and influential in their community.

We work with children, young people, job seekers, the vulnerable and
lots of local community groups. The Old Junior School attracts over 2500
people a month and Adventures has up to 1000 attendees a week at
peak times. We host a stakeholder group each month and have been
acknowledged for our work through the Duke of York Community
Initiative (2107) and Sheffield Police Awards for partnership work(2017).

4. Broad community impact
We aim to secure more integrated, accessible and effective services
across the Sharrow area, through building and strengthen resident and
service user participation in action and decision making, and by
We have 5 trustees, drawn from Sharrow and offering a broad skill base supporting stronger partnership working between local organisations
including HR, finance and business expertise.
and local people.

Our work to date has seen us use a wide range of engagement
techniques, including the use of art and media, and more traditional
methods such as surveys, focus groups and research trips.

Profiles of trustees
Jill Nanson (Chair): 25 yrs experience in higher education sector in marketing, events, widening participation, carreers, student services, business operations,
strategic planning and change. CIPD qualified and currently manages a staffing budget of circa £2m. Particularly interested in learning and development,
designing and delivering activities and working as a coach/mentor.
Maggie O'Neill (Company Secretary): retired civil servant 32 years experience in a variety of roles including staff trainer, policy adviser, statistics and research
into small businesses. After taking early retirement worked part time for Community organisation providing administrative support. Now volunteers for
Citizens Advice proving benefit advice particularly disability benefits. Has been trustee on Sharrow Community Forum for several years and assisted with staff
recruitment and policy reviews.
James Highmore (Treasurer): Part-qualified accountant, studying for the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) qualification. Currently
specializing in treasury, he works at South Yorkshire Housing Association, a non-profit charitable organization. SYHA owns and manages around 6,000 homes in
the Sheffield City Region. He has lived in the Sharrow / Nether Edge area of Sheffield for around five years. His interests include music creation, recording and
production, reading and programming
Jean Cromar: Has lived here since 1976 and always been active in the local community. This includes serving as a school governor at Sharrow Primary
School, on the management committee of Sharrow CAB and currently a trustee of Football Unites, Racism Divides. She was a Sheffield City Councillor for the
area from 1998 – 2008. “I believe by working together and building alliances across community groups we can all help to make the Sharrow area an even
better and safer place in which to live, work and play”.
Abbas Shah: A local businessman who runs a busy accountancy practice

Asset development
Our trustees have approved an asset development strategy to
enhance our long term sustainability. We currently have few
fixed assets on our balance sheet and would like to grow our
reserves.
We would like to develop more trading activity and unrestricted
income, which is currently around 50% of revenue.
While we currently manage the Old Junior School for Sheffield
City Council, we have no long term ownership of the building.
Acquiring ownership of the building will help the organisation
financially but also psychologically to have more longer term
security, help us put down stronger local roots and use the
building for the best use of the local community.
We plan to do this in two stages, initially by redeveloping the
currently derelict infants block, followed by a full asset transfer
of the whole site.

2016 Income split

49%

Unrestricted

51%

Restricted

2015 Income split
30%

70%

Unrestricted

Restricted

Micro manufacturing
• Made in Sharrow is a new micro manufacturing project for
young people who want to develop their skills and enhance
their employability. The project supports young people aged
14 to 25 to design and make a wide range of bespoke items
including furniture, signs, and much more, using CNC Router
design and production techniques.
• The workshops are delivered by professional and experienced
designer/makers, and supported by our qualified and
dedicated youth work team. The IT suite adjacent to the
workshop is equipped with computers with design software
as well as standard packages so participants can develop their
IT and design skills on site at the same time. We have outdoor
and indoor break out space and our on site café provides
good food at affordable prices. Participants can choose to
take up other opportunities on site and in the local area such
as at Sheffield City Boxing Gym, the Adventures Youth project,
and Work Club.
• The initial response to Made in Sharrow has given us
confidence to base our asset based expansion plans on this
theme…

more space to make more
things in Sharrow

Our vision for the infants block

Infants block

Building on Made in Sharrow
Background to the infant block
• Part of Old Junior School site and vacant since 2008 fire
• 7 rooms downstairs, some upstairs space and one caretakers house
• Support from SCC and the community to reopen
Why renovate and reopen?
• A potential community asset, but currently a derelict space in the community
• An opportunity to bring the building back to life and utilise the space
• Sharrow Community Forum is currently full with demand for more space
• Part of our asset development strategy to build balance sheet, trading and
unrestricted reserves; helping us to be a dynamic, long term sustainable
community business
• Part of our impact journey and our Made in Sharrow vision to connect more
people to space and skills to be creative, find work and start community
businesses
• Potential to access social investment
Existing building

Internal images of the current condition
Sheffield City Council has suggested that it would
be willing to offer SCF a long lease on the
Nursery/Infants building in order to help secure
external investment in the building to bring it back
into use, with the possibility of extending this
lease to cover the whole site in due course.
Extending the facilities managed by SCF to include
the currently derelict Infant School building, would
allow for the creation of dedicated civic and maker
spaces within which residents and organisations
could explore opportunities to engage creatively in
changes taking place in their area. The building
would also provide space for tenants, including
social enterprises and service providing
organisations. Tenancy income would contribute
towards maintaining a space for activity supporting
strategic objectives around civic engagement and
involvement of users in service design,
resident/service collaboration and community
action.

Downstairs

Office / maker space

Community space

Upstairs

m2

Ft2 equiv

Max yield at £9
/ sq ft / p.a.

Room 1

47.2

508

£4,573

Room 2

48.3

520

£4,679

Room 3

53.2

573

£5,154

Room 4

52.5

565

£5,086

Room 5

45.4

489

£4,398

Room 6

32

344

£3,100

Room 7

41

441

£3,972

Room 8

15

161

£1,453

Room 9

14.5

156

£1,405

Room 10

9.6

103

£930

359

3861

£34,749

Downstairs

Office space

Upstairs

TOTAL

Future usage
We have a need for more

#Community space
#Maker spaces and start-up
spaces
#Office space
The space is currently a relative blank
canvas. Some rooms have the potential for
mezzanine floors. It may also be possible to
keep the space modular to flex according to
demand between different uses.
We anticipate different income potential
from the three core segments above.

Creating more space will free up space in
our existing building.

Our current facilities are near full and we have a
list of future hirers. We can leverage existing
networks and enhance marketing to reach new
clients.
Our Made in Sharrow project has shown
potential to grow. We are actively involved with
young people who we want to engage in positive
activities, including encouraging
entrepreneurship, skills development and new
start up community businesses. We can provide
space for these to grow into by freeing up space
in our existing building, and providing outdoor
small spaces on our site
Sheffield City Council are currently located within
the Old Junior School and they could become an
anchor tenant in the new building

Impact
On our community

On our business model

An identifiable local hub that local people, businesses and stakeholders are
more aware of (through improved external fittings and signage)

Increased footfall and profile

Generation and stimulation of new local economic activity

Increasing income revenues and improving sustainability
Potential to plug into bigger local supply chains and a meaningful voice within
economic development decisions

Supportive of social, environmental and economic outcomes - stimulating
community-led economic activity

Strategy and plans are based firmly on the skills and resources that local
people and community groups have, creating a focused and clear vision that
may change over time through potential consequences of local, regional or
national changes

Improving communications and opportunities for developing local
partnerships/relationships

Local economic opportunities are understood and acted upon – ongoing
dialogue in place with other stakeholders
Activities are led by the community and the partnerships structure supports
this

Supports community members to participate more successfully within the
local economy

Ability to evaluate and monitor projects that have real social impact and
analysis of current trends in the local economy offering opportunities to
leverage further resources

Development of social enterprise start up opportunities for young people and
providing better skills training

Acts as a catalyst and facilitator of wider community activity

Provision of further affordable lettable spaces

Resources, knowledge and community engagement structures are clearly set
out and influence future planning

Potentially bringing more jobs to the area

